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PROGRAM E-36 
 

OM SRI SURYA VA NAMAH  
OM SRI CHANDRA VA NAMAH  

OM SRI BUDDHA VA NAMAH  
OM SRI SHUKRA VA NAMAH  

OM SRI MANGALA VA NAMAH  
OM SRI BRI-HAS-PATHI VA NAMAH  

OM SRI SHANI VA NAMAH 
OM SRI RAHU VA NAMAH 
OM SRI KETU VA NAMAH 

 
THE AWAKENING 

 

 
MOVING FORWARD ON THE PATH 

 
Talking about samadhi and its yoga siddhis confuses 
some seekers, and so, in this lesson, I will take a 
somewhat different approach on the subject. I will be 
talking about the development of ‘Intuition’. 
 
In order to move forward on the Path, key spiritual 
yoga siddhis are needed to gather spiritual Knowledge 

and Wisdom.  
 
To begin with, we should define two words: ‘gather’ 
and ‘spiritual’. 
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‘Gather’ means to accumulate, to bring together, or 
take in something from scattered sources; in this case, 
spiritual Knowledge and Wisdom. 
 
The word ‘spiritual’ has been used over the last few 
decades in a very indefinite way. This has caused a 
great deal of misunderstanding and confusion related to 
this term. Thus, it is necessary to define the vital 
difference between superconscious experiences, 
psychological activities, and the spiritual Self. 

 
Allow me to begin with a statement that is often used 
in mysticism: ‘Humanity need not know the ultimate 
nature of electricity in order to utilize it. Likewise, the 
seeker need not know the ultimate nature of humans, 
and the deeper psychological processes, in order to 
utilize these processes for gaining knowledge and for 
rebalancing the mind-astral complex’. 
 
What has been called ‘spiritual’ over these last several 

decades can empirically be called ‘superconscious’; or, 
it simply means those higher mind, astral functions that 
are not active in the average person. 
 
Mysticism takes the position that there exists a spiritual 
Self and a superconscious state of existence. This is 
based on the personal experiences of past and present 
sages – and, of course, on the experiences of seekers 
walking the Path. 
 

The mystic and the yogi know that all higher 
manifestations of the human psyche, such as 
inspiration, creative imagination, and Intuition are 
factual, as they abound in the world of humans. No 
doubt, you yourself have experienced these in your life. 
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The yogi and the mystic realize that these spiritual 
drives, or spiritual urges, are basic fundamental drives 
-– and should not be reduced to sublimation. 
 
Mysticism is not to be feared, as its main function is to 
support and help the seeker make better use of the 
teachings and methods with their own ideology. 
 
All spiritual states of consciousness, or the higher 
states, as well as para-psychological experiences, are 

facts. They are facts because they DO influence Inner 
Reality, and outer actions. 
 
Another way of viewing this is in terms of energy. The 
mystics say that the content of the superconscious as 
energy has a higher frequency than the content of the 
subconscious. This is a great clue. 
 
We now move to the specific application of the 
technique of symbol utilization. 

 
The use of symbols is an ‘indirect approach’, because 
what every symbol represents is simply a ‘go-between’. 
Thus, symbols are needed to overcome the difficulty of 
a direct realization of a state in which normal word-
words seem too abstract. To overcome this problem, 
the use of symbols is strongly suggested. 
 
Normally, there are two major groups of symbols. The 
first group is composed of geometrical and nature 
symbols. Here, the foremost symbol-group is that of 
the sun, a star, and an orb of fire. 
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The second symbol-group is made up of nature 
symbols. Here, the key symbol in the East is that of the 
Lotus, and in the West, it is the Rose. 
 
Geometrical symbols are frequently joined with the 
symbol of the sun or a star. For example, an equilateral 
triangle is often joined with the sun or a star at the 
apex of the triangle. 
 
Here, the triangle is the symbol of the physical, the 

emotional, and the mental aspects of the personality. 
The sun or the star with rays radiating from it 
symbolizes the True Self -- the Atma. These joined 
symbols represent the achievement of the spiritual 
unification of the renewed personality, by the spiritual 
Self.  
 
Now, there are three types of symbols: 
 
1. The first group is known as universal symbols. 

2. The second group is known as cultural symbols. 
3. The third group (all things being thrice-
compounded), is known as individual symbols. 
 
It is the cultural group of symbols that are often used 
for gaining deeper insight into the spiritual Self. In this 
group we find such symbols as angels, saints, old 
sages, and the Inner Guru.  
 
The Inner Guru (Ishvara) is exceptionally valuable, 

because it introduces one to, and is an instrument in, a 
technique which is very important and productive in 
establishing a relationship between the personal self 
and the spiritual Self (between the ego self and the 
Atma).  
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This technique is known as The Inner Dialogue. 
 
It begins by asking yourself if you have any serious 
personal problem that you feel you cannot solve by 
regular methods of the conscious personality. 
 
Next, you simply ask yourself: if you knew where to 
find a very old wise man who had the spiritual and 
psychological ability to resolve this problem, would you 

take the journey to ask him for help? 
 
I’m sure your answer would be, yes. 
 
Thus, all you need to do is to realize that this Wise 
Sage – this Inner Guru – lives within you. This Inner 
Guru already knows your problem -- and its solution. 
 
You need not make an external journey to find this 
Inner Guru; however, you do need to take an internal 

journey by turning within. 
 
More exactly, you need to travel inwards and upwards. 
You need to ascend through the various layers of the 
conscious self and enter into the superconscious level 
of your being. 
 
This Inner Guru, when approached with visualization 
and creative imagination, will solve the problem. 
Talking to the Inner Guru, realistically, as if the Inner 

Guru were a living person, is the clue -- which the 
Inner Guru is, because all of life is alive. 
 
Yes, state your question, realistically, and then await a 
response. 
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In some cases, the answer will be immediate and 
spontaneous, and will be received clearly and with 
authority; in other cases, there will seem to be no 
answer, for some time. 
 
This delay is not a reason for doubt or discouragement. 
In these cases, the answer will manifest at an 
unexpected moment when the personality is not 
looking for it. More often, these delayed answers 
manifest when the seeker is totally occupied with other 

concerns. 
 
Remember, also, that anger, expectation, and 
tenseness produce obstacles to receptivity. 
 
I assume that the link between seeking the Inner Guru 
and the utilization of Intuition is clear. Thus, let us now 
move on to the technique for the utilization of Intuition.  
 
However, before beginning the discussion of the 

technique, it may be wise to point out that there are 
two levels of Intuition, which are quite distinctively 
different. 
 
There is: 
 
1. The day-to-day, personal intuition as described by   
Bergson (French 1859-1941), and  
 
2. Pure spiritual Intuition as described by Plotinus 

(Greek 205-270). 
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Intuition is the least appreciated of all our mental 
functions and thus is the most undeveloped. This is due 
to its devaluation and lack of relationship with our other 
psychological functions.  
 
The function of this lesson is to reveal to you, or give to 
you, the means to this very valuable psychological tool, 
which is almost never used. (Unfortunately, its lack of 
use leaves individuals incomplete in their spiritual 
development.) 

 
The other key purpose of this lesson is to help you 
discriminate between genuine Intuition and false 
intuition, which is either sentimental generalization or 
imagination. 
 
As with all functions, genuine Intuition is a 
psychological experience, and has the following 
distinctiveness: 
 

1. Intuition is immediate and direct, and not 
progressive like thinking. 
 
2. Intuition is holistic. It gives an immediate view of 
an entire subject, and not of different parts that are 
later put together to form a whole. 
 
3. Intuition in its purest manifestation is devoid of 
emotion! 
 

4. Intuition, as with all the other psychological 
functions, can be activated by following the general law 
of attention and interest. 
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Attention has feeding power, and interest has focusing 
power. 
 
Here is The Technique: 
 
The first step is to manifest serenity by quieting the 
continual sensations from the outer world via the 
senses, and from your body, which intrude into your 
field of consciousness. 
 

This is done by: 
 
1. Assuming an asana or physical attitude of 
serenity. 
 
2. Relaxing all your muscles and removing all tension 
by breathing deeply, slowly, and rhythmically. 
 
3. Expressing serenity on your face with a small, 
pleasant smile. It helps if you also visualize yourself 

with a serene expression. 
 
4. Now, reflect on serenity and realize its value. 
 
5. Passively seek out serenity. 
 
6. Directly evoke serenity by seeking to feel it in 
your soul. It may help to use the repetition of a word, 
or a suggestive phrase. 
 

7. Next, imagine yourself in a circumstance that 
would normally agitate your mind. But, instead, see 
and feel your mind and being as calm and serene. 
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8. Now, vow to remain serene and calm throughout 
the day, no matter what happens. 
 
This will help you clear your field of consciousness to 
induce Intuition, and will be spiritually helpful in your 
daily life. It will help you eliminate from your field of 
consciousness, all functions which generally have a 
spontaneous and uninterrupted activity in your daily 
mind. 
 

Remember that emotional reactions have the opposite 
effect of serenity, by making the mind overactive. 
Emotions of any type fill the field of consciousness, 
making the utilization of Intuition extremely difficult, or 
impossible. 
 
9. The ninth step is to quietly wait for the 
appearance of a contact with Intuition, or the deeper 
experience of Reality. Here, the cooperation of ‘the will’ 
is necessary. 

 
10. In the tenth step, there is a relaxation and a quiet 
waiting. Your will continues to function here, in a 
subtler way, but remains in the background. In order to 
relax and gain quietness, the will is required to keep 
unwanted thoughts or emotions from entering into the 
field of consciousness that has just been cleared. 
 
It should also be remembered that the key quality of 
Intuition is that it is a state that is very fleeting and 

thus very, very easily forgotten. 
 
It is interesting to note, however, that at the time 
Intuition enters into the field of consciousness, it is  
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very vivid, and thus, at the time it enters, the seeker 
believes that s/he will never forget that Intuition. 
 
Thus, the practical solution to its fleeting nature is to 
immediately write down any intuitions you may have -- 
and write them with exactitude. 
  
Also, be aware that there is a major difference between 
hunches and Intuition. 
 

Finally, as with all functions, I need to emphasize that 
the separate use of any psychological function will only 
give limited results. It is with the cooperation of all 
functions that success will be achieved. Thus, however 
valuable Intuition is, it should be used concurrently 
with all your other psychological functions. 
 
 
OM 
 

Shanti & Prem, 
 
Goswami 
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